
EEN_Rusija: bendradarbiavimo pasiūlymai 2021 

 

1.BORU20210513002: Russian manufacturer of metal products by casting seeks commercial agents 

 

2.BORU20210513013: Russian web-design company offers outsourcing agreements 

 

3.BORU20210205007: Russian company that develops innovative products in the field of Industry 4.0 and 

commercializes intellectual property seeks subcontractors 

 

4.BORU20210205016:  Russian producer of forms and stamps for plastic products seeks distributors and 

manufacturing partners 

 

5.BRRU20210429001: Russian company which is engaged in the commercialization of its own scientific 

and technical developments is looking for partners to conclude distributing and license agreements 

 

6.BORU20210205010: Russian producer of polymeric implants with high biocompatibility and 

biostability seeks distributors 

 

7.BORU20210325002: The Russian producer of dietary supplements, medical products, oral hygiene 

products and baby food products seeks distributors 

 

8.BORU20210205023: Russian producer of paper and cardboard from recycled materials with 

antibacterial coating is looking for distributors 

 

9. BORU20210205017:  Russian developer of a set of technological solutions in the field of online retail 

is looking for licensees 

 

10.TORU20210428001: A Russian company with technology for analysing the human genome seeks 

partners to conclude research cooperation agreement 

 

12.BORU20210330001: A Russian e-commerce provider seeks licensees for passenger facing technology 

solutions 

 

13. BORU20210324005: The Russian developer and producer of medical simulation equipment seeks 

distributors on the European market 

 

14BORU20210329007: A Russian developer of high-tech domestic production of pharmaceutical 

substances, chemical reagents and other products of fine organic synthesis is looking for distributors 

 

15.BORU20210408005: The Russian developer, manufacturer and distributor of test systems for 

laboratory diagnostics by enzyme immunoassay, immunochemiluminescence analysis and molecular 

genetic studies by polymerase chain reaction seeks distributors 

 

16.TORU20210421001: The Russian company offering the solution of creating new high-performance 

membranes designed for the separation of water media, water treatment and distillation seeks partners for 

technical cooperation agreement 



 

17.BORU20210408002: The Russian producer and processer of peat seeks distributors 

 

18.BORU20210224003:  The Russian developer of robots for educational activities seeks distributors 

abroad 

 

19.BRRU20210422001: The Russian company offers representation/distribution services for 

manufacturers of industrial equipment in the Russian market 

 

20. BORU20210408006: Russian developer of traffic management projects, integrated traffic 

management schemes, new route networks in cities and regions, as well as software for automating these 

processes seeks licensees 

 

21.BORU20210329004: A Russian developer and manufacturer of fibre-optic monitoring systems seeks 

distributors 

 

22.BORU20210329001:The Russian company producing liquid stable reagents for the diagnosis of basic 

analyses in human biological fluids seeks distributors 

 

23 BORU20210326001: The Russian developer of methods and means of protection of group electric 

networks from arc breakdowns and fire-dangerous sparking seeks distributors 

 

24. BORU20210408003: The Russian manufacturer and producer of robotic manipulators based on 

artificial intelligence seeks distributors 

 

25.BORU20210326003: The Russian developer of software package for creating and reproducing 

training simulations in virtual reality seeks licenses 

 

26.BORU20210324003: The Russian manufacturer of dry and thick extracts seeks distributors 

 

27. BORU20210324006: The Russian developer of innovative wires and lightning cables for overhead 

lines seeks distributors abroad 

 

28.BORU20210325001: The Russian producer of port systems of increased biocompatibility for the 

treatment of cancer seeks distributors 

 

29. BORU20210329002: The Russian developer of system for automatic sorting of solid waste using 

artificial intelligence seeks distributors 

 

30.BORU20210224004: Russian producer of X-ray detectors, systems for flaw detection and tomography 

seeks distributors  

 

31.BORU20210224009: Russian manufacturer of devices and instruments for dental practices seeks 

distributors 

 



32.BORU20201211001:  Russian developer and provider of AI-powered messaging contact center seeks 

licensees 

 

33.BORU20210326004: The Russian researcher and producer, performing applied scientific research in 

the field of radio electronics, information technology and data mining, seeks partners under distribution 

services agreements. 

 

34.BORU20210329003: The Russian manufacturer of implantable medical devices for X-ray 

endovascular surgery seeks distributors  

 

35.TORU20210329001: The Russian company specialized in neural networks seeks for international 

partners for technological cooperation 

 

36.BORU20210330002: A Russian producer of histological equipment and consumables seeks distributors 

 

37.BORU20210329005:  The Russian developer and researcher of own innovative medical products, 

endoprostheses and implants for humans seeks for investors 

 

 


